
                         Future Course Directions

The next session will consider models and estimation issues for fish tagging and bird banding
data.  This is a rich class of models and often admit  = 60 parameters to be estimated.  RealK
data are abundant; there have been over 70 million birds banded in North America, not to
mention tagging studies of fish, moths and butterflies, bats, etc.

The basis for such models is the multinomial log-likelihood.  Reconsider this model for the
standard die-throwing problem,
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We will extend this formulation in several ways:

1.  The of interest will be annual survival probabilities, and reportingparameters S , S , S  ... " # $

probabilities, (instead of just ).r , r , r , ... p" # $

2.  The will be a vector of the number tagged or banded in year ; ...  and adata i R , R , R , " # $

matrix of recoveries .  Thus, we will have (compare with the expression above),m34

                                 log ( )/Š ‹_ S , r R , m3 3 3 34±

and read as “the log-likelihood function of the parameters ( and ), given the data (the S   r R ,3 3 3

m34).

3.  The  of the log-likelihood will remain the same,form

                                   data log (probability)† /

and the  will be the number banded each year ( ) and elements of the matrix of recoveriesdata R3

( ), while  will be functions of the survival and reporting parameters.m34 probability

4.  To model multiple cohorts of tagged animals, we need to assume they are independent, thus
the likelihood functions can be multiplied and the log-likelihood functions can be added together.
For example, if animals were banded each year for 4 years, then each cohort (year of banding)
can be modeled as a multinomial.  The overall log-likelihood is the sum of the 4 individual
multinomial log-likelihoods,
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These extensions will allow fairly complicated problems to be dealt with in a rigorous manner.

Be sure you understand this issues before we move onto the extensions in the next lecture.  The
first three sessions have introduced some fundamental tools, now they will be extended and
applied.

Properties of MLE's:


